The USB connection possibility has been implemented into the programming of the Gala, Sigma and Beta pumps using the SCANxxxx software. The latest versions of the programming software is available on the Service Page for downloading and will shortly be available on the Intranet.

The set up programs are registered under the name of Set up_Scan..... .exe.

This new software may also be used with the existing parallel programming kit.

With the operating systems Win 98 and Win ME the user is asked whether they will use the USB or the parallel programming kit when running the program. With Win 95 only the parallel programming kit can be used.

With Win 2000 and XP only the PM USB adapter can be used.

Win NT 3 and Win NT 4 are not supported.

These new programs cannot be started any longer from a diskette or simply copied on your hard drive. The actual program has to be installed using the full HD software (Setup_Scan...). In addition, the USB driver (EZUSB.SYS) has to be installed with the first set up. Both installations are normally self-explanatory; simply proceed according to the directions of the set up programs.

If you have any questions or problems with this set up or locating the Scan software, see Phil or Michael.
Beginning with the following Program versions (or larger) the USB functionality is available in the Scan... programs:

ScanBeta Rev. 043
ScanGala Rev. 030
ScanS1Ca Rev. 005
ScanS2Ca Rev. 009
ScanS2Ca Rev. 014

The Part # of the USB adapter is 1021544.